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Exchange coupled magnetic hard layer/soft layer thin films show a variety of complex magnetization
reversal mechanisms depending on the hierarchy of interaction strengths within and between the
films. Magnetization reversal can include uniform rotation, soft layer biasing, as well as exchange
spring behavior. We investigate the magnetization reversal of a CoPt/Permalloy/Ta/Permalloy
heterostructure. Here, Stoner-Wohlfarth-type uniform magnetization rotation of the virtually free
Permalloy layer and exchange spring behavior of the strongly pinned Permalloy layer are found in the
same sample. We investigate the complex magnetization reversal by polarized neutron reflectometry,
magnetometry, and magneto-transport. The synergy of combining these experimental methods
together with theoretical modeling is key to obtain the complete quantitative depth resolved
C 2011
information of the magnetization reversal processes for a multilayer of mesoscopic thickness. V
American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3662153]

I. INTRODUCTION

Depth resolved profiling of field-induced magnetization
reversal processes is key for understanding complex reversal
mechanisms in exchange coupled magnetic heterolayers.
Understanding magnetization reversal in turn is of major importance for the design of functional magnetic heterostructures.1–4 Since the advent of magnetic nanostructuring,
materials science actively utilizes the relation between structure and magnetic properties.This includes, in particular,
emerging interface properties such as interface exchangeinduced unidirectional anisotropy.5,6 As a result, modern
magnetic materials possess increasing structural complexity
enabling significant advances in functionalities, such as an
increased energy product in permanent magnets,7 improved
magnetocaloric properties,8 increasing areal storage density
in magnetic recording media, and improved sensitivity
and scalability of magnetic read heads.9–11 The latter in
particular are prototypical examples of complex magnetic
multilayer structures. Here magnetoresistive properties are
tailored through exchange coupling and exchange biasing in
magnetic heterostructures.
This manuscript analyzes the magnetization depth profile in a structurally non-trivial magnetic multilayer system.
Specifically, we investigate a CoPt biased NiFe/Ta/NiFe
heterosystem during field-induced magnetization reversal at
room temperature. Our main focus lies on the difference in
the magnetization reversal of the Permalloy films. Despite
their micro and mesoscopic structural similarity, their
magnetic behavior is remarkably dissimilar due to either
weak or strong exchange coupling to neighboring films.
Special emphasis lies on the reversal behavior in the low
field region. Here, the soft Permalloy films reverse virtually
a)
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independently and consecutively via qualitative different
reversal modes.
We focus on the challenging and hitherto little studied
situation where the macroscopic thickness of the overall
sample of almost 1 lm limits the sensitivity of the otherwise
powerful polarized neutron reflectivity (PNR). Although our
PNR data provide important qualitative information about
the individual reversal mechanisms, quantitative analysis
through meaningful fitting of the data is hampered by the
challenge of maintaining an intense neutron beam and
the competing need for high resolution in measurement of
wavevector transfer.12 Likewise, straightforward table-top
vector magnetometry, such as vector magneto-optical Kerr
(MOKE) measurement is not a useful quantitative tool either,
because the MOKE information is limited to and averaged
over the penetration depth of the light. Therefore, neither
depth resolved nor complete integral information of the magnetization vector can be derived from vector MOKE.
Our main objective is to provide evidence that data from
integral and scalar magnetometry, when combined with magnetoresistance (MR) data and analyzed in a model motivated
by PNR, reveal a quantitative picture of the depth resolved reversal process of the vector magnetization. This approach is
of particular interest for the structurally complex CoPt biased
NiFe/Ta/NiFe and might as well serve for other structurally
complex exchange coupled magnetic heterolayer systems
with an intricate depth dependent magnetization reversal.
II. GENERAL SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

Our CoPt(35 nm)/Ni0.79Fe0.21(450 nm)/Ta(5 nm)/Ni0.79
Fe0.21(450 nm) thin film was grown by room temperature dc
magnetron sputtering at a base pressure of 6.7  108 mbar.
Deposition took place on a Si/SiO2 substrate at a pressure of
4  103 mbar. The magnetic multilayer was subsequently
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the dominating contribution. Due to the absence of sizable
magnetic coupling energy across the Ta layer in comparison
to the Zeeman energy of the thick Permalloy films, the
response of the top Permalloy layer to field is not constrained. The situation for the second Permalloy layer is different. The second layer is strongly coupled to the hard
magnetic CoPt layer with in-plane anisotropy. Note that
CoPt is often used for its propensity toward perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy, but for our alloy in-plane anisotropy is
observed.15
III. INTEGRAL MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

FIG. 1. (Color online) Main panel shows the overall magnetic in-plane hysteresis m vs l0H of the magnetic heterostructure at room temperature. (a)
Schematic view of the sample structure. (b) Wide angle X-ray diffraction
data showing CoPt (111), NiFe (111), and (200) peaks and the Si (400) substrate peak. (c) Minor magnetic hysteresis loop m vs l0H measured at room
temperature after saturation in a field of 0.3 T.

in situ covered with a 10 nm Al2O3 protective layer. The sputtering rates, calibrated by X-ray fluorescence (XRF), were 5.5,
1.5, and 1.5 Å/s for NiFe, Ta, and CoPt, respectively.
Figure 1(a) shows a cartoon of the magnetic constituents
of the layered structure. The inset (b) of Fig. 1 shows the
h-2h wide angle X-ray diffraction (XRD) data using the Cu
Ka source of our Rigaku D/Max-B diffractometer. Most
prominent are the NiFe (111) and (200) peaks together with
Si and sapphire substrate peaks and a CoPt (111) peak, which
is the magnetic pinning layer. The Ta interlayer is hardly
resolved in the X-ray data since the two orders of magnitude
lower thickness result in low scattering intensity.
The mainframe of Fig. 1 displays the overall magnetic
hysteresis loop measured for applied magnetic fields
jl0 H j < 0:3T; where both Permalloy films and the magnetically harder CoPt film are saturated. The magnetically soft
Permalloy films carry the major magnetic moment of the
overall heterostructure. In contrast to the magnetically soft
Permalloy films where saturation requires only about 62 mT,
reversal of the CoPt film sets in at about l0 H ¼ 60:15T.
Here the reversible exchange spring behavior discussed
below in detail crosses over into irreversibility.1 Our investigations focus on the low field region where we measure the
successive magnetization reversal of the two Permalloy films
henceforth referred to as minor loops. Despite the identical
thickness of both Permalloy films, we observe different reversal characteristics.
The Ta spacer layer of 5 nm thickness gives rise to virtually vanishing magnetic coupling between the Permalloy
layers. This behavior is in agreement with the low and rapidly decaying antiferromagnetic coupling reported in Ref. 13
for the 5 d transition metal Ta. The Ni0.79Fe0.21(450 nm)/
Ta(5 nm)/Ni0.79Fe0.21(450 nm) magnetic heterostructure is
reminiscent of trilayers used for magnetoresistive field sensors. However, we show later, that the thickness of the films
virtually eliminates the presence of the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect14 leaving the anisotropic MR (AMR) as

Angular dependent in-plane magnetic hysteresis loops
are measured by means of alternating gradient force magnetometry (AGFM). Those investigations aim at identifying
magnetic anisotropies and subsequently allow for detailed
low field easy axis hysteresis loop measurements with high
field resolution. A major advantage of AGFM over SQUID
magnetometry, which we used in addition (not shown) for
reference purposes, is the use of normal conducting coils in
the AGFM electromagnet. The latter are free from hard to
control magnetic flux pinning which is critical when major
magnetic reversal features appear in the sub- mT field regime.
Therefore, measurements with magnetic field resolution of
l0 H ¼ 0.01 mT are straightforward to perform with AGFM.
Figure 2 shows the results of a systematic study of
in-plane anisotropy which allows identifying the easy NiFe
axes. To this end, a sequence of minor loop AGFM measurements has been carried out, where the sample has been
rotated in discrete steps relative to the fixed orientation of
the applied magnetic field. We show here the qualitative
changes occurring for consecutive rotation of 30 . The minor
loops shown in Fig. 2(d) are identified as the easy-axis loops
of both Permalloy films. This conclusion is based on the following observations. The loop in the quadrants of positive
magnetization, henceforth referred to as loop of the top NiFe
layer, shows a gradual steepening in the vicinity of the coercive fields when comparing Figs. 2(a)–2(d). This is consistent with the expected easy axis reversal behavior of a
Stoner-Wohlfarth-type free rotating film.16 The second NiFe
layer shows a very different reversal characteristic in all
probed orientations. Below we will strengthen the case that
we observe here an exchange spring behavior due to strong
exchange coupling with the adjacent CoPt film. In addition
to the characteristic gradual shape of the magnetization reversal with absence of coercive fields, the exchange spring
behavior is characterized by virtual absence of hysteresis as
well. In a very good approximation, this is observed in
Fig. 2(d). The far more pronounced hysteretic behavior in
Figs. 2(a)–2(c) arises when the applied field is competing
with an anisotropy field giving rise to a more complex
energy landscape.17
IV. POLARIZED NEUTRON REFLECTOMETRY

PNR measurements were performed using the Asterixreflectometer/diffractometer at the Lujan Neutron Scattering
Center (LANSCE). PNR provides a depth profile of both the
sample structure and the vector magnetization projected onto
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FIG. 2. Normalized minor magnetic hysteresis loops m/ms vs l0H for various orientations of the in-plane magnetic field with respect to a fixed reference direction of the sample changing from 0 (a) to 30 (b), 60 (c), and 90 (d), respectively.

the sample plane. During our experiments, the neutron polarization direction and the applied field were maintained parallel to the uniaxial anisotropy direction in the plane of the
sample. We measured all four PNR reflectivities, Rþþ , R ,
Rþ , Rþ , as a function of the wavevector transfer (difference between the incident and scattered wavevectors)
1
0 < Q? < 0:1Å . The þ and  signs designate parallel and
antiparallel polarizations of the incident and reflected neutrons relative to the applied magnetic field. Reflectivity R is
defined by the ratio of reflected to incident neutron intensity.18 Two cross sections contribute to the non-spin-flip
(NSF) reflectivity profiles, Rþþ (triangles, Fig. 3) and R
(circles, Fig. 3). They originate from the chemical film structure
and the component of the magnetization parallel to the applied
field. Qualitatively, the difference, DNSF ¼ Rþþ  R
(squares, Fig. 3), is related to the projection of the net sample
magnetization averaged over the lateral sample dimensions
onto the direction of the applied field, Ha,19,20 i.e.,
~H
~a =Ha ¼ Mk :
DNSF / M

(1)

The remaining two cross sections create the spin-flip (SF)
reflectivities. They are nonzero if the sample changes the
neutron beam polarization from spin-up to spin-down (Rþ ),
and vice versa. For example, the beam polarization will
change and SF scattering will be observed, if the magnetic
induction vector is perpendicular to the neutron spin,15 i.e.,
RSF / M2? :

(2)

Neutron reflectivity profiles, R versus Q? , were measured for
several fields subsequently (A!1.40 mT, B!0.13 mT,
C!0.22 mT, D!0.63 mT, E!1.40 mT) after initial
saturation in an in-plane magnetic field of 0.3 T. Data were

taken at selected fields correlated with the points A, B, C, D,
and E of the minor loop of mk versus l0 H (main panel in
Fig. 3). Negative applied fields were achieved by reducing
the positive applied field to zero, then rotating the sample by
180 in the zero field, then changing the field by making it
more negative. PNR data associated with points A-E of the
magnetic hysteresis loop are displayed in individual panels
of Fig. 3 and labeled as Figs. 3 A-3 E, respectively.
Point A in Fig. 3 correlates the PNR data taken at
l0 Ha ¼ 1:40 mT with the magnetic moment mk measured at
the same applied magnetic field in the saturation regime of the
minor loop (main panel Fig. 3). The PNR data (Fig. 3A) show
a large splitting between the NSF profiles and lack of SF scattering above background. Note near the region where the
reflectivity is close to (but not equal to) unity Q  0.2 nm1,
R > Rþþ. From Eqs. (1) and (2) one concludes saturation of
the sample magnetization at l0 Ha ¼ 1:40 mT. This is in accordance with the saturation of mk versus l0 H at point A.
Points B and C correspond to l0 Ha ¼ 0:13 mT and
l0 Ha ¼ 0:22 mT when lowering the field along the descending branch of the hysteresis loop which is related to the
magnetization reversal of the top NiFe layer. DNSF goes virtually to zero when decreasing the field along the path B!C.
The SF signal in turn is at maximum at point B and decreases
on approaching point C. The decrease of DNSF indicates a
decrease of net Mk . In order to discriminate whether this
decrease is related to a decrease in the magnitude of the magnetization vector or a rotation of the latter we refer to the
evolving SF signal which implies that the film has magnetization perpendicular to the applied field. With the combination of these two findings, coherent rotation of the NiFe is a
plausible mechanism.
Points D and E correspond to l0 Ha ¼ 0:63 mT and
l0 Ha ¼ 1:40 mT when lowering the field further entering
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Main panel shows the magnetic minor loop hysteresis m vs l0H with specific highlighted magnetization states A, B, C, D, and E on the
descending branch of the loop. Panel A shows the PNR data, Rþþ (triangles) and R (circles) vs Q? , measured at the magnetization state A of the hysteresis
loop. Panel B shows Rþþ (triangles) and R (circles) vs Q? together with the spin flip reflectivity RSF vs Q? (squares) at the magnetization state B. Panels C,
D, and E show the same set of reflectivities for the corresponding magnetization states C, D, and E.

the reversal regime of the lower NiFe layer. Remarkably, for
both points D and E the Rþþ signal is larger than the signal
of the R channel in contrast to the previous points. The
direction of the field in the laboratory frame, to which the
polarization of the neutron beam is defined, remained
unchanged throughout the experiment, because only the sample was rotated. If the applied field had been sufficient to
reverse the magnetizations of the two Permalloy layers and
the CoPt layer, then the reflectivities for Point E would have
been identical to those of Point A. In fact, they are not the
same, therefore, the magnetization of one or more of the
magnetic layers did not fully reverse. The SF intensity on the
other hand does not significantly change along the path
D!E. This leads to the conclusion that the magnitude of the
average component of magnetization perpendicular to the
applied field remains virtually constant. This is the fingerprint of an exchange spring reversal mechanism in the intermediate field regime and in contrast to the uniform rotation
mode observed for the top layer.
The PNR data set the stage for the understanding of the
magnetization reversal. However, the mesoscopic thickness
of the films hinders quantitative analysis of the PNR data.21
Of particular interest is the depth profile of the lower NiFe
layer which could be quantified by the depth and magnetic
field dependent rotation angle of the magnetization. We
implement a complementary analysis using integral magnetometry data as input for a quantitative modeling of magnetotransport data. Next we show that this combination
provides the quantitative information about the magnetic

depth profile of the sample when using the qualitative understanding of the PNR data as the basis for our model.
V. OUTLINE OF THE LOGICAL STRUCTURE
OF THE DATA ANALYSIS

In the sections that follow, we describe in detail a process to obtain the vector magnetization depth profile. The
program of the data analysis outlined below is summarized
in an activity chart displayed in Fig. 4. First, we utilize the
model assumptions of uniform magnetization rotation of the
top NiFe layer to fit the MR data associated with this rotation. As the input of this MR fit, we use the magnetization
mk versus l0 H. In order to simplify the analysis we use an
empirical functional form which describes mk versus l0 H
with sufficient accuracy. Evidence for uniform rotation is
provided by a successful fit of the MR data using the
assumption of uniform rotation and the experimental magnetization data of the top NiFe layer as input. The fit of the
free rotation branch of the MR data provides the resistivity
parameters of the heterostructure. These numerical values
will be used as fixed input for the fit of the MR associated
with the exchange spring behavior. Again magnetization is
used as input for the MR fit. Our analysis of the exchange
spring behavior starts by fitting the mk versus l0 H data of
thepdescending
branch for 0:1 T < l0 H < 0:005 T to a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1= H -dependence.1 The latter asymptotic field dependence
can be derived from the analytic model of the exchange
spring in the limit of a rigid pinning layer.17 The successful
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Activity chart visualizing the logical structure of the
data analysis which involves PNR, magnetometry, magneto-transport measurements, and development of models for the magnetization reversal mechanisms and their quantitative testing.

fit serves as experimental evidence for the applicability of
the rigid pinning approximation. This is in accordance with
the fact that the anisotropy of the CoPt pinning layer is much
larger than the anisotropy of the soft Permalloy film. Armed
with the confirmation that the analytic exchange spring
model of Ref. 17 is a good approximation, we now apply this
model to calculate the depth dependent magnetization orientation of the exchange spring in the low field part
2:5 mT < l0 H < 0:5 mT of the minor hysteresis loop.
The result of this calculation is summarized in the dependence h ¼ hðz; l0 HÞ, where z is the coordinate along the film
normal and h is the angle between the local magnetization
vector and the applied field l0 H. We use this depth dependent magnetization orientation as input for the MR and model
the latter leaving only the bottom layer AMR parameter free
for a least squares fit, thus ultimately confirming consistency
of our model assumptions.
VI. MODELING COHERENT ROTATION
AND EXCHANGE SPRING BEHAVIOR

Figure 5 shows our empirical fit (solid line) of the descending branch of the top NiFe layer magnetization hysteresis (triangles). The functional form mk ¼ 8.563 lAm2
þ 0.483 lAm2/mT l0 H þ 5.236 tan1(3.927 þ 28.972 l0H/
mT) lAm2 is a convenient way to import the magnetization
data in the subsequent analysis of the MR data discussed in
Sec. VII. Note that the physics of uniform rotation is independently supported by the PNR data and ultimately established by the successful fit of the MR data.
Next we focus on the magnetization reversal of the
bottom NiFe layer. The PNR data suggest exchange spring
behavior. Likewise the virtual absence of hysteresis of

J. Appl. Phys. 110, 103914 (2011)

FIG. 5. (Color online) Main panel shows the magnetic minor loop hysteresis
m vs l0H (up triangles) with a fit (line) of an empirical function (see text).
Open circles show the field dependence of the electric resistance. Solid line
with minimum marked by right vertical dashed line is the result of the best
fit of the uniform rotation model. Squares are the results of a single parameter fit of the exchange spring model and connected by a spline. The left vertical dashed line indicates the onset of the exchange spring behavior
determined by the bending field. Inset (a) shows the descending branch of m
vs l0H (down triangles) up to thephigh
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ field irreversibility region. The line is
a best fit of the asymptotic 1= H-dependence predicted by the analytic
exchange spring model. Inset (b) shows h vs z calculated from numerical
solutions of the Euler equation for specific magnetic fields l0 H ¼ 0.55, 0.62,
0.74, 1.02, 1.50, and 2.31 mT. The figure in the upper right corner of the
main panel is a sketch of the hard layer/soft layer component of the heterostructure. The lower two arrows represent stationary local magnetization of
the CoPt pinning layer. The upper 10 arrows indicate the in-plane rotation of
local magnetization of NiFe layer. h is the angle of the local magnetization
(dashed back pointing arrow) with respect to the direction of the pinning
magnetization (dashed horizontal arrow). The vertical line is the z-axis quantifying the depth coordinate in the NiFe layer starting at z ¼ 0 (CoPt/NiFe
interface) and ending at z ¼ t ¼ 450 nm, thickness of the NiFe film.

the lower branch of the mk versus l0 H data and its gradual
approach toward saturation with an onset of irreversibility at
high fields strongly support this interpretation.1,9 We put the
model assumption further to a test by fitting the mk versus
l0 H data of the descending branch for 0:1
T<
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ l0 H
< 0:005 T to the functional form mk ¼ 2ms ð Hb =H  1Þ.
Here, ms is the saturation moment of the Permalloy film and
Hb is the bending field strength defined by the onset of magnetization reversal of an exchange spring. We neglect
the small contribution of the CoPt pinning layer in order to
keep the number of fitting parameters to a minimum. The fit
(see inset (a) Fig. 5) provides ms ¼ 11.1 lAm2 and l0 Hb
¼ 0.3 mT in reasonable agreement with the direct results
from magnetometry. The bending field in particular can be
determined with better accuracy from the minor loop data in
the main panel of Fig. 5 (left dashed vertical line). The experimental value reads l0 Hb ¼ 0.54 mT. The discrepancy
is acceptable when considering the fact that an asymptotic
high field expression has been used to extract a parameter
which characterizes the onset of the exchange spring behavior in the low-field sub-mT regime. We utilize the experimental value l0 Hb ¼ 0.54 mT together with the NiFe
saturation moment ms ¼ 11.1 lAm2 to calculate the exchange
constant A of NiFe from the bending field expression17
l0 Hb ¼ p2 ALx Ly =ð2ms tÞ. Using the sample area LxLy
¼ 5 mm  10 mm ¼ 5  105 m2 and the Permalloy film
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thickness t ¼ 0.45 lm we obtain the exchange constant
A ¼ 1.1  1011 J/m in excellent agree with the literature.9,22
Both the success of the fit of the asymptotic field dependence
of the magnetization and the determination of the intrinsic
Permalloy exchange constant are evidence that the analytic
model outlined in Ref. 17 is a valid approximation. Prior to
applying it, we verify a necessary condition for all exchange
spring models.23 The characteristic domain wall width in the
reversal layer, here Permalloy, must be larger than the Permalloy film thickness in order to avoid formation of domains.
22
ofﬃ Ku ¼ 240 J/m3,
Using the uniaxial anisotropy constant
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the width of a p-domain wall d ¼ p A=Ku is estimated to
be 0.7 lm which is greater than the film thickness
t ¼ 0.45 lm. Thus, formation of domain walls parallel to the
sample’s surface is not expected.
We use the model of Ref. 17 to calculate the depth profile h ¼ hðz; l0 HÞ. The sketch in Fig. 5 illustrates the geometric parameters h and z, subsequently used to quantify the
depth dependence of the orientation of the local magnetization vector. We outline some details of the calculation yielding h ¼ hðz; l0 HÞ. It emphasizes that the bending field
l0 Hb ¼ 0.54 mT and the boundary conditions are sufficient
to constrain hðz; l0 HÞ. The exchange spring model is based
on a magnetic energy density functional which includes
exchange and Zeeman energy but neglects anisotropy and
magnetostriction. Variation of the energy functional provides
the Euler equation. Its solution with the boundary conditions
hðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0, being the rigid pinning layer approximation,
and the free boundary assumption dh=dzjz¼t ¼ 0, reads
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 
 
1
pz
sin 2hðzÞ ¼ k sn u. Here u ¼ 2t HHb  and sn u is the Jacobi
elliptic function. It is defined through sn u ¼ sin/, where
Ð/
/ ¼ /(u, k) is the inverse function of uð/; kÞ ¼ 0
dh
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ . The modulus k entering the elliptic integral reads
2
2
1k sin h

k ¼ sin 12hðtÞ: It is physically intuitive that hðz ¼ tÞ and,
hence, k are field dependent. The field-dependent k is deterrﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
  ð p=2
dh
 
p
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.
mined by the solution of 2 HHb  ¼
0
1  k2 sin2 h
Following the above procedure we obtain results
h versus z from numerical solutions for the specific magnetic fields l0 H ¼ 0.55, 0.62, 0.74, 1.02, 1.50, and 2.31 mT.
The h versus z data are displayed in the inset (b) of Fig. 5.
The numerical data sets have been fitted with high accuracy to
empirical third order polynomials. The latter serve as convenient input functions for the calculation of the MR discussed
next.
VII. MAGNETORESISTANCE

Magneto-transport measurements were carried out at
room temperature using four-point probe technique. All MR
measurements were performed with the direction of the magnetic field parallel or antiparallel to the electric current.
Figure 5 (circles, main panel) shows the magnetic field
dependence of the electric resistance R versus l0 H in the
low field regime 2:5 mT < l0 H < 2 mT. Here we investigate the correlation between MR and the magnetization reversal as seen in the minor loop hysteresis associated with
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the NiFe uniform rotation and exchange spring behavior.
The prominent features characterizing the magnetization reversal, such as the coercive fields of the uniform rotation and
the bending field marking the onset of the exchange spring
behavior are found in the resistance data. The correlations
are indicated by vertical dashed lines. Remarkably, the
exchange spring-type reversal shows a resistance change
which is 4 times larger in magnitude than the resistance
change created by the uniform rotation of the top NiFe layer.
This implies already on a qualitative level that the AMR of
the two NiFe layers are significantly different despite the identical layer thicknesses. The overall shape of the R versus l0 H
data for l0 H < l0 Hb ¼ 0:54 mT resembles the characteristic features of MR for exchange springs as reported.24,25
Next we analyze the MR data quantitatively with particular emphasis on the descending branch of the R versus l0 H
curve. The equivalent circuit26 of our heterolayer structure is
a parallel combination of the resistances of the top NiFe
layer, the Ta layer, the bottom NiFe layer, and the CoPt
layer. Within the field regime of interest we consider the
CoPt and the Ta resistances as field-independent. We combine these resistances into an effective parameter Reff. The
NiFe layers in turn give rise to AMR and, hence, field
dependent individual resistances which we label Rtop(H) and
Rbottom(H) of the top and bottom layer, respectively. With these
definitions the total resistance, R(H), of the heterostructure is
RðHÞ ¼

Rtop ðHÞRbottom ðHÞReff
:
Rtop ðHÞReff þ Rbottom ðHÞReff þ Rtop ðHÞRbottom ðHÞ
(3)

We break the investigation of the MR into two parts which
in good approximation can be considered independently
from each other due to the lack of NiFe interlayer coupling.
In the first part we focus on the uniform rotation and the corresponding field interval 0:5 mT < l0 H < 2 mT, where
the magnetization of the bottom layer remains virtually in its
state of positive saturation leaving its resistance value constant Rbottom ð0:5 mT < l0 H < 2 mTÞ ¼ R0. The top NiFe
layer, however, gives rise to AMR which, in the case of uniform rotation, can be described as
Rtop ðHÞ ¼ R0 þ DRtop sin2 h;

(4)

where in general the anisotropic magnetoresistance, DR, is
defined as DR ¼ R||R\ with R|| and R\ as the resistance of
the NiFe with magnetization oriented parallel (h ¼ 0) and
perpendicular (h ¼ p=2) to the electric current, respectively.
Since R\ is typically larger than R|| one expects DR to be
negative. The angle h is directly related to the magnetization,
mðHÞ, of the top NiFe layer. Under
 the assumption of uniform rotation we obtain cos h ¼ mðHÞ  ms  mCoPt
=ms .
s
We use our analytic empirical function (Fig. 5, solid line, descending branch of m versus H) to mimic mðHÞ and fix the
¼ 0:64 lAm2 which can be
CoPt saturation moment as mCoPt
s
estimated from the value of the ascending branch of the top
NiFe hysteresis at H ¼ 0. Substituting the h-expression into
Eq. (4) and substituting the resulting expression into Eq. (3)
provides a fitting function which leaves DRtop , R0, Reff, and
ms as free fitting parameters. The latter moment can be
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TABLE I. Parameters entering the fit of the MR branch associated with uniform rotation of the top NiFe layer and the exchange spring behavior of the bottom
NiFe layer, respectively. Parameters are indicated as free or fixed.
Parameters
Uniform rotation (UR)
Exchange spring

R0 (X)

DRtop ðXÞ

DRbottom ðXÞ

Reff (X)

ms (lAm2)

0.74 6 1.3%
Fixed input from UR

0.00341 6 3.3%
Not involved in fit

Not involved in fit
0.034 6 3%

0.92 6 1%
Fixed input from UR

6.97 6 1.5%
Not involved in fit

considered to be the average saturation magnetization of
top and bottom NiFe layers which may slightly differ. The
result of the least squares fit in the field interval
0:5 mT < l0 H < 2 mT is shown in Fig. 5 (line in main
panel resembling behavior of MR data, circles) with the
characteristic dip in the resistance at the negative coercive
field of the top NiFe layer (dashed vertical line). The transport parameters are the crucial result of this fit because they
enter the calculation of the MR field-dependence associated
with the exchange spring reversal. The fit yields
DRtop ¼ 3.41 mX, R0 ¼ 0.74 X, and Reff ¼ 0.92 X. The negative AMR value DR/R0 ¼ 0.46% is quite typical for sputtered Permalloy films,27 confirming the validity of our
approach and thus confirming the Stoner-Wohlfarth-type uniform rotation of the top NiFe layer. Likewise R0 ¼ ql=ðatÞ is
consistent with the calculation from the resistivity value,28,29
q ¼16 lXcm, and the sample geometry l ¼ 1 cm, a ¼ 0.5 cm,
and the film thickness t ¼ 0.45 lm which yields R0 ¼ 0:72 X
within 3% accuracy of the fitting result.
Armed with the numerical values of R0, Reff, and
h ¼ hðz; l0 HÞ, which quantifies the magnetization orientation in the exchange spring, we now calculate the resistance
R versus l0 H in the field regime 2:5 mT < l0 H < l0 Hb
¼ 0:54 mT leaving only the AMR of the bottom layer as
a free fitting parameter. In the field interval of exchange
spring behavior the top NiFe layer is saturated and hence,
Rtop ð2:5 mT < l0 H < l0 Hb Þ ¼ R0 while the bottom NiFe
layer shows field dependent AMR. In order to apply the
concept of AMR to the exchange spring we generalize
Eq. (4) to the non-uniform situation which reads in the limit

Ðt 2
Rbottom ðHÞ ¼ R0 þ DRbottom
jDRbottom =R0 j  1,
0 sin h
t
ðz; l0 HÞdz. As discussed in Sec. VI, we calculated hðz; l0 HÞ
for l0 H ¼ 0.55, 0.62, 0.74, 1.02, 1.50, and 2.31 mT (inset (b)
Fig. 5). With this input and the use of Eq. (3) we express the
total resistance of our heterostructure at the above field values in terms of the single free parameter DRbottom . A numerical optimization yields
 DRbottom
 ¼ 0.034 X and, hence,
jDRbottom =R0 j  10  DRtop =R0 . The result of the single parameter fit is displayed in Fig. 5 (solid squares). The individual points are connected by an eye-guiding spline. The
remarkably increased AMR of the bottom NiFe layer is
indeed consistent with findings reported in the literature.
The bottom NiFe layer has been grown on a (111)-textured CoPt seed layer and thus showing pronounced (111)texture as well (see inset (b) Fig. 1). The literature reports
an AMR enhancement to above 4% as a consequence of
(111)-textured NiFe growth with increased grain size30 and
the strong spin-orbit coupling of Pt at the interface.31,32
When sputtering NiFe on Ta, referring to the top NiFe
layer, the Pt-induced AMR enhancement is absent,31 thus
explaining the surprising differences in AMR between our

geometrically and chemically similar but micro-structurally
different Permalloy films. The quantitative agreement of
our single parameter fit with the measured R versus l0 H
data is the final independent confirmation of the model
assumptions.
Parameters involved in the MR analysis of the uniform
rotation and exchange spring part are summarized in a Table I
emphasizing the structure of the analysis. A fit of the StonerWohlfarth-type rotation provides resistance parameters which
serve as fixed input in the one parameter fit of the exchange
spring behavior.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We investigate the exchange coupled thin film multilayer system CoPt(35 nm)/Ni0.79Fe0.21(450 nm)/Ta(5 nm)/
Ni0.79Fe0.21(450 nm) as an example of a complex artificially
structured magnetic material. The structural complexity
gives rise to an intricate magnetization reversal behavior
involving Stoner-Wohlfarth-type uniform rotation and
exchange spring behavior. We investigate the magnetization
reversal by polarized neutron reflectometry, integral magnetometry, and magneto-transport methodologies. We show
that the synergy of combining polarized neutron reflectometry, magnetometry, and magneto-transport provides a complete picture with quantitative depth resolved information of
the magnetization reversal. We suggest this approach as a
general pathway for quantitative analysis of mesoscopic
magnetic heterolayer systems with complex depth dependent
magnetization reversal.
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